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What Are Sticker Moments?

Sticker Moments are a way to make people bananas about Chiquita bananas 
through a global, experiential, year-round sticker program that lets your consumers 
interact with our brand.

Sticker moments are a mark of pride for the organization. The sticker has the power 
to communicate meaningful messages with consumers - in this case, the 
abundance of banana health benefits.

Through this campaign, we want to:
• Drive incremental traffic and sales to your stores
• Increase perception as the highest quality and best tasting banana
• Promote interactivity to increase added value buzz

The first sticker moment of 2021 will feature an Ingredient sticker.
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The first Chiquita sticker of 2021 will be focusing on 
the health benefits of our product through a unique 
“Ingredient sticker,” showcasing some of the great 
vitamins, minerals, nutrients that are inherent to 
bananas.  We’re aiming to raise general awareness 
of the product/category benefits, and to solicit new 
buyers and light category buyers to start purchasing 
bananas more often.

Introducing our 2021 Ingredient Stickers



Why Ingredient?
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Now more than ever, consumers are looking to balance 
cravings for needs vs wants 

77% of U.S. adults 
report that they 

are "actively 
trying to improve 

their health” in 
some way. (Mintel)
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MACRO TREND: 
360-DEGREE HEALTH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/07/business/coronavirus-processed-foods.htmlhttps://www.stellarising.com/health-and-wellness-trend-reporthttps://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/05/06/comfort-food-italians-french-put-two-kilos-weight-coronavirus/
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There’s a whole industry of CPG products designed to attempt 
to straddle our desires for both health and indulgence

“Healthier” versions of decadent 
treat

“Healthy” snacks that 
appeal to indulgence
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But Bananas don’t even have to try.
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They’re basically the holy grail of foodstuffs. 

Healthy Decadent 

On-the-go

Ingredient

Breakfast Lunch

Snack

Bananas have the ability 
to straddle multiples 
needs, wants, and 
occasions.

Chiquita does this best, 
because it has the best 
quality and taste. 
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This is true across the globe

Source: Native social listening, Instagram
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Dessert

#BananaIceCream 
127k IG

#BananaSplit 
545k IG

#BananaPancakes
380k IG

#BananaSmoothie
92k IG

SnackMeal

#BananenBrot 
41 K IG

#Banaan 114k IG

#Colazione



Bananas are naturally, extraordinarily versatile.
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Versatility doesn’t just mean there’s a banana for every occasion. 
It also means bananas can simultaneously fulfil multiple sometimes conflicting 
desires, and deliver on both needs and wants. 
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Healthy!

Delicious!

Energizing on- the-go 
snack!

Decadent 
treat!

Great at 
meals!



How the campaign will 
come to life
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Visual Direction - Flat Lays

We’ll use a “flat lay” photography style (on a
yellow background) to convey many different 
lifestyle vignettes and activities, and showcase
how a Chiquita Banana  is versatile enough to
fit any lifestyle. 

Examples:
A kitchen surface full of dessert items: spatulas, 
cookies, cupcakes, and a Chiquita Banana.

A flat lay of workout equipment: weighs, water bottle, 
headphones, sneakers, and a Chiquita Banana.

A flat lay of a kids lunch box spread out showing a 
sandwich, carrots, blueberries, a Chiquita Banana 
and a note from mom.

An office desk with notes, a cup of coffee, a phone, 
and a Chiquita Banana
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Visual Examples
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Visual Example - Sticker Feature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
the “nature’s candy bar” fruit - Baking/dessertthe “source of potassium” fruit - fitness/athletesthe “fastest fast food” fruit - kids lunchboxthe “source of Vitamin B6” fruit - smoothiesthe “rush hour fuel” fruit - on the go (purse, car keys, water bottle)the “breakfast” fruit - banana pancakes (can make ridiculous banana shapes OR funny face made out of banana slices) the “tasty taste” fruit - an empty banana peel



Measuring Success
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Website Experience
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Chiquita Ingredient Stickers 2021 - Deployment Plan

Channel
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2826 27 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

US

Italy

Germany

Greece

Benelux

Feb Mar
31 1 2 3 4 5 629 30

Jan

Ingredient Stickers 
launch in Supermarkets 
1/25

Ingredient Stickers end in 
Supermarkets 2/26

• The Ingredient Stickers will launch in US supermarkets on 1/25, though we will 
delay media support to ensure the product is fully stocked and available for 
consumers to enjoy

• The Ingredient stickers will transition back to the regular Blue Stickers on 
2/27 with media supporting the campaign until the final day

2524



Thank You!
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